Rescuing the planet Lunga

Anna and her boyfriend Chris were sitting in front of the screen. Behind them there was a
strange voice whispering: »…and so we landed on the Lunga planet. The investigation on
your dirty and polluted planet has begun.« A little alien, named Floppy from Zrakamondo
planet, was talking, »After all, the Eco Guardians started helping us.«
Chris and Anna were astonished.

Floppy continued: »I was in the submarine, sailing to the Arctic. With our excellent explorersby the way – right now you can see me in a documentary film - we discovered, that the ice on
the Arctic is melting extremely fast. It could happen that we won't be able to stop the time
and protect the planet.« The projection ended. Anna was impressed.

Floppy told her that he would call her . Anna decided that she would discover a magic
formula to stop the time. She spent many days doing dangerous experiments. She wanted to
discover a key to rescue the Lunga planet. She was nervous about Floppy's call. At that
moment the phone rang, one of the mixtures exploded and someone opened the door.

»LOOK! What is she doing?« one of the two men in blue coats started jealing. They have EG
on their hats.
» She's POLLUTING OUR PLANET!« the other one roared. They took her to the red EG
car. »Our planet is on the verge of destruction, but children are making fun of it!« and the car
drove away.

The stranger took scared Anna to an Asian couple in a big chinese flat.
They seemed to be very rich. A woman with a sharp face named Thai told Anna to sit down
and she said to her: »You took a wrong way to discover a formula. We will try to stop the
time and save the planet.«

The woman calmed down. »Sorry. I'm very nervous these days. But the way you were trying
to discover the formula, was completely wrong. We must find and destroy all the clocks in
the world to stop the time. Lunga will rotate slowlier.«
The action started and Anna helped them. They were looking for the clocks everywhere, even
at the bottom of the sea.

It was important to lock the clocks in a special safe. Anna noticed that hours and days were
much longer. The whole team of Eco Guardians was working hard. And then, after tiring
searching, Anna put the last three clocks in the safe. At that moment everything around her
started shining and after few moments Floppy congratulated her for good work.

She looked out of the window. The trees were growing, everything started to bloom. There
was a strange plane waiting for her outside and Anna was able to see her planet from the air.
She saw the greenery, there wasn't any smog and there were stars in the sky again, there were
electric cars driving all around. The Lunga planet was saved.

Anna felt satisfied. She saved planet Lunga. She was a hero. She has dreamt about this since
she was a little girl. It was wonderful to see so many smiling faces. There was a ceremony and
the Eco Guardians thanked her. But nothing made her happier than a proud smile on Chris's
face.

THE END
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